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Welcome!


Thank you for downloading this first e-book!


I hope at the end of this introduction you will decide to fill in the attached questionnaire

and start your Youbinar. 


I hope it will be one of the most important experiences in your life and one of the most 
useful and powerful growing path you take to your fulfilment and happiness.


The idea of Youbinar is born after years I studied and follow a lot of methods, courses 
and learning experiences that gave me the knowledge and the enthusiasm of every-day 
growth and the hunger to learn more and more. I realise also that I was spending a lot of 
time looking for the right teaching and the fast way to do not scatter my energies and 
time by following a proper path, traced exactly for me. So I thought it could seem a good 
idea to help the others to design they own one.


It is my conviction that everyone needs to grow and learn more in life but often we could 
feel a little overwhelmed by thousand of offers we encounter on the web, or we are 
suggested by some enthusiastic friends or presented by the salesmen.


So I thought there are a lot of people that could appreciate to find a compass that will 
help them to navigate in this ocean of offers. A method to easily choose what will really fit 
their expectations and, in the end, encourage them to achieve their goals beyond.


So, there it is!


Thank you again, have a good experience as SuperCharge! follower with your Youbinar!


Sincerely,


Fabio




Usually webinars are intended as marketing tools by the people who offer them. In facts, 
most of the webinars you can get on the web are left for free; you have only to sign in, 
leave your e-mail address and reserve your seat. A lot of webinars are streamed by some 
different platforms that allow a correct streaming rate, support a lot of simultaneous 
connections and that make they seem a live show you are just taking part.




Obviously, except in few cases, they are only recorded long video, like a pre-recording tv 
show.


The meaning of a webinar, the correct use of this tool, is 
strongly recommended, preached and taught by the 
internet gurus. 

Especially if you are in the digital content business, that 
means coaching, diets, wellness, marketing or any kind of 
things you would like to teach to the rest of the world, any 
guru you will refer to, will give you rather the same 
suggestion: “Make a webinar and  leave it for free!”. Why? 
Simply because a webinar is the easiest way to let the 
people know what you are skilled in, what you can do for 
them, teach them or how you can help them to find a way 
to get what they wish in a blink. 


At the end of the “free webinar” you are invited to buy something, try a method, sign  in 
for a course, make a subscription or, at least, make a donation for something that could 
save the world. 

Does it sound familiar till this point?







Well, I am confident you agree and I am pretty sure you lived some webinar experiences 
in your growing path. I care to be clear about this: I have nothing adverse webinars.

I attended to a lot of them and I learned a lot by those experiences. 

Along my personal and professional growing path, I followed some of the greatest 
coaches in the world, such as Tony Robbins (and yes, I walked on fire too!), Brian Tracy, T. 
Harv Eker, Robin Sharma, 
Chet Holmes, Bob Proctor 
and several good teachers 
I met with enthusiasm and 
sometimes devotion too. I 
invested a lot of my time 
attending seminars, 
events and webinar as 
well.


I assume you lived some 
similar experiences. If not, 
I recommend you to do it. 
Yes! Take right now the 
decision to attend at least 
one webinar in the next 
two months! Just choose a topic you think you need to increase, or you feel more exciting 
for you today and find a webinar on it to attend. Believe me, you will not regret for this 
move!




Now that’s the point I worked on during the last few years: the topic. Regardless if the 
webinar is useful for you, if you only get a few informations or just an overview about the 
topic you are interested to, the webinar offers you a topic - centered for approximately 
one hour conference.


As several studies confirm, when you attend a 
lesson or a conference, you are able to retain 10 
to 15% of the information the speaker provides. 
The average is just a little bit higher when the 
lesson or the webinar includes some interaction 
that involves you in the show. But it almost never 
happens in the webinars you can get by internet 
for free. For this,  you can not found your growth 
by grabbing free webinars all around and do not 
go deeper on the topics you need to improve. 
That’s the reason why who leaves webinars 
usually sells a lot, of course!


Also I assume that when you are looking for some didactics, you are in the way to 
improve more than one area of your life, business or behaviours. You need different 
competences and information. For example, if you decide to sell your products, services 
or ideas on the web, you not only need to learn how to build a funnel. You need to know 
how to define your target, to decide your pricing, payments systems, benchmarks on the 
marketplace and so on. But it’s not all. You also need to learn something about public 
speaking, video making, more effective words to use to convince your potential 
customers. The list could be really longer, trust me. And this is only an example based on 

just one idea or commitment. There is certainly more in your actual situation you need to 
take care of. Likewise if you are a manager or an entrepreneur facing a problem in your 
company, you know that a problem is never one problem. More often a problem you can 
easily individuate is only the tip of an iceberg. So you need to get the ability to see under 
the waterline and face a huge, more complex whole things that surely need more time 
and actions to be overcome. More actions come from more decisions, more decisions by 
more competences, you see it.




Now you can 
easily apply this 
approach in a lot 
of other aspects 
of your life: 
relationships, 
communication, 
money, career etc. 
Then you have a 
few options: to 
spend a huge 
amount of time 

jumping from a webinar to another one, to travel around the country to attend a lot of 
events or seminars, to follow a guru who speaks the words of wisdom that match your 
inner feelings or maybe to find a coach (this option will be strictly recommended  at 
certain moment of your life! ) that will drive you to the next level you will get… or maybe 
you could take advantage from my brand new method, the Youbinar.


Youbinar has not to be intended as melting-pot 
of the methods and disciplines they could help 
you to improve different skills at the same time, 
neither a magazine that shows you some 
different options to follow for to get what you will 
or to fix your lacks or faults.


Youbinar is instead a personal pocketknife 
provided with several simple tools thought to 
help you to face different topics you need to 
work on for getting better in your business, your 
job, relationships or management as well.


There are two main differences between Youbinar and the other methods we talked 
about above. First of all, Youbinar, as it’s name says, its made for you, and for you in 
this specific moment of your life and in the place, job, business you are involved right 
now. Not for everyone everywhere they are or everything the would like to get or to do.




Second  Youbinaris forever. Not just one session, one time or one event that will change 
your life  forever. I don’t promise you this kind of magic. There are really a few 
opportunities you can get attending an experience so powerful that really will give you 
what it promise and they are really dazzling experience you can live, yes they exists! 
Unfortunately there are a lot of people that promise you those results and, usually, they do 
not maintain their promises. In a Youbinar, instead, you could also find some 
appropriate suggestions that help you to choose the right webinar, event to attend to or 
maybe some coach it could be a good idea for you to hire.


I invite you to think at Youbinar as a manual, a book of secrets, yours secrets, to 

access it every time you need, several times, going back and forward, working hard 

with or simply reread sometimes to verify your progress. It will contain the tips, 

sometimes the tricks, the books and the exercises and the practices you need to 

overcome your limits, to fix your error and, of course, to get your results. 

As you can guess, the main job to do for building a Youbinar is to clearly define the 
areas of your needs. Youbinar is not an emergency job. It is a deep journey in your life 
circumstances and a wipe washing of the buzzes that affect the clarity of your 
perceptions. Therefore the  Youbinar building process requires you to dedicate some 
time for a deep interview to identify the main elements you have to work on in the 
following times. But, here is the new approach, the time you need to completely take 
advantage from the Youbinar is your time, and it is up to you how to spend it. No matter 
if you will work with your Youbinar once a day, a week or a month. No matter if you do it 
early in the morning or late in the night. It is your time and you can manage it as you 



prefer or can. However the harder you work, the faster you get your results! but I am 
pretty sure you know it.


If you followed and agree until here, I think you could have some questions to answer.

Perhaps you could be curious to know what your Youbinar will contain, how is it build, 
how does it work, and last but not least how much does it cost. Right? 


Before starting to show you the steps we need to build a Youbinar, let me spend some 
other words about it. 

Based on my personal experience I’ve got there are areas in our life we pay attention to in 
different  moments of our daytime, during a week, a season or a whole year. 

When you make a check of the whole status of your life, with your coach, masters or by 

yourself making some exercise, you are 
invited to figure out some draft, like a wheel, 
a list or stairs or anything else that represents 
to you different areas and different levels of 
satisfaction you found in them.


Well, you see there is something you would 
like to improve just for feeling better with your 
self and something you need to improve to 
get some results. Anyway, the point is you 
need different kind of support for different 



themes you face. The Youbinar is intended to put the focus on your mood, your way to 
learn, your style, your approach to yourself, and definitively supply the tools that work 
better for you.

Let me make an example: maybe you find you have some problem in money 
management then  you start reading a lot of books, attending some seminar an then 
some webinar you highly valued by the way the landing page of the supplier caught your 
attention, right? Then, after months of reading and studying, you have not found what 
works right for you yet. It seems nobody understands your real needs, none seems to 
offer the correct approach or maybe you are not able to learn what you really need to 
change yourself about this theme. It is a really frustrating sensation, isn’t it? 


Maybe instead, it only 
depends on the way you 
need to get the information, 
methods or tricks that fit the 
best for your personality, 
culture, or behaviours.

So the Youbinar is your way 
to climb the stair. A collection 
of books, methods, movies, 
exercises, that we selected 
for you, based on your own 

personality, situation, culture, habits and, not least, the environment you are living too.


Now I hope it is clear enough for you that a screening of all the aspects of your life and 
the things you feel meaningful is obviously important to start the job.

There are three simple steps to run. A first questionnaire to fill for shaping a first edge, 
then a live-conversation to let the critical points appear and a second questionnaire to go 
deeper in the key points and check the picture is really clear and defined.


Let me tell you that you can apply the 
Youbinar to your company or 
business, in place of yourself. In facts 
not all the business or the company’s 
needs could depend on you as a 
person, it could be generated from an 
event, a contingency or a market 
shock. Try to intend your company as 
person you care of or let me imagine 
that your business is not running the 
way you will. Don’t you find a file of 
tricks, steps and suggestions could be 



helpful to overcome the crisis, or to reach your objectives or at least to change them and 
point your focus on something you did not properly evaluate?

That’s the meaning of the Youbinar, your handrail that helps you to cross the bridge. 

Wherever the bridge is laying in this moment of your life.


Now it’s time to discover what the Youbinar contents are. By the name, Youbinar will 
blended for you, so there will be not a  standard Youbinar. Anyway we can say  what 
your Youbinar will contain (some surprises are apart from this, of course!) :


- Books you are suggested to read with some tips about the topics contents arguments 
or points of view it is important you catch by reading them


- Mentors, speakers, youtubers, guru it will be important for you to know, with a lot of 
tips about what is important to attend and where and how you can get: lessons or 
tricks


- A few video conversations focused on the most important area of your life that’s crucial 
to work on for you and how to do it! It depends on your desires, limits or dreams, but 
you will certainly get the right support for you! Those videos will be made just for you! 
Maybe they could be three or four, maybe more…


- Some exercises to do, when you feel ready 

- Some homework: you will be invited to do them and send send them to us.  Then we 

will give you our feedback




- One or more challenge and beat you are invited to accept


This  is a presentation for the entry level Youbinar. The second level is a really interactive 
program and the path will be traced with you. We will discuss about the second level at 
certain point of the first one. 


How to access the entry level Youbinar? Just fill in the first questionnaire and send it us!

In a few days you will receive a mail with an answer the could sounds like: Yes ok!  you 
are admitted to the Youbinarr and invited to the first live interview on Skype. When it 
happens you are invited to do your payment and set a date for the live interview.


You could also receive a mail that says you are not admitted yet and we require little more 
information or clarification about the answers you sent.


I am confident if you filled in the entire questionnaire you are not here to waste your time 
or to joke about yourself, that means I am pretty sure you will not receive a mail that 
refuses your application! 


So, let’s start with the questionnaire.


 




Youbinar Questionnaire Start UP Level

1st Yobinar of:   Title        Name                   Surname 

Address 


City                                   State 


mail   


YOU 
Notice: I expect  an open minded answer 

Who are you?


Where do you came from?


Where are you going?


Do you usually practice a sport?


Title of the last book you read


Leave your  comment about the book or the author


Are you involved in a relationship?


If yes describe your relationship in 3 words




Youbinar Questionnaire Start UP Level

Why are you here? I mean the reason why you choose to fill this 
questionnaire in, starting your Youbinar, right now?


Which is the area in your life do you feel you are very good?


Which is your most relevant weakness?


Did you ever noticed, read a book or attend to anyone of these Masters?

(leave blank for unknown) just click for check


NAME NOTICED READ OR LISTEN 
THINGS

PARTECIPATE EVENT 

TONY ROBBINS

PAOLA PAGANI

T. HARV ECKER

BRIAN TRACY

ROBIN SHARMA

ALFIO BARDOLLA

JIM ROHN

ISANIA FORGIONE

NAPOLEON HILL

BOB PROCTOR

OSHO

ROBERT KIYOSAKI

VADIM ZELAND

DEAN GRAZIOSI

CECILIA SARDEO



Youbinar Questionnaire Start UP Level

Which is the software, or the APP do you like and you use more?


Do you have habits? 


Try to describe your daily activities by the following frames.


Early morning


Before lunch


After lunch


Evening


Night


YOUR BUSINESS 

What are you working at?


Is it your business or are  you in a company/organization ?


Notice: Regardless the previous answer, I invite you to consider the 
company as yours, answering the following questions. 

What is your current positioning in your marketplace?

What is your specific competitive advantage? 

Who are your biggest or main competitors? 



Youbinar Questionnaire Start UP Level

Who is your target customer?

( in B to C or services, try to describe the people you serve or will, by maximum 
5 words)

Do you feel in accordance with you brand?

If your  previous answer is no, how should your brand be?

In what area do you think your business or your company needs the be redefined?

What is your area of differentiation or excellence?

What is the new level you want to achieve?

  Send your fifilled questionnaire to team@fabioconforti.it
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